According to ATLAS Tier-3 survey [1] a several types of the local resources management systems (LRMS) and the mass storage systems (MSS) are used on the ATLAS Tier-3 sites (see Table 1 ). • all components of each testbed can be run on linux (inside VM) as well as a physical servers; • most components do not require own kernel extensions and thus the OS-level virtualization can be used which is more lightweight and faster than full hardware emulation or paravirtualization approaches; • but there are still some components which require own kernel extensions (e.g.
Lustre, GPFS).
The following hypervisors were chosen:
• OpenVZ (as a solution for virtualization on OS-level),
• Xen (as a hypervisor implementing full hardware virtualization), due to the reasons listed below:
• stable and actively developing software with sufficient tool set for VMs management and monitoring, • strong and helpful community, • good documentation, • free software (GNU GPL license), • own successful long-term experience of their usage.
1. D. Benjamin "ATLAS Tier-3 survey" / Report at ATLAS Software and computing workshop (29.11.2010 -03.12.2010) , CERN (access is granted for ATLAS collaborators only).
To develop reliable and valid monitoring tools some activity needs to be simulated on the deployed testbeds.
• Job events random submissions with configurable frequency, adjustable memory usage, -CPU load. • File events uploading file to storage (random size, random time), remote file existence check, deletion of the file after some time. For that purpose the load test suite has been developed.
• Currently supported MSS and LRMS: XrootD, Condor, Torque, OGE.
• Event parameters:
start time, file parameters, job memory usage, etc. have a uniform distribution by default, maximum values could be adjusted to the cluster's configuration. • Instrumentation:
python library and bash, command line interface, event series generation is started by cron. Figure 1 and a list of the services running on each component of the deployed testbeds is given in 
